Speaking Psalmic — Part 4

Quick Recap
Last week we explored the three
primary forms of parallelism
We recall that parallelism is defined
by a correspondence of thought
between the parts of a poetical line

Quick Recap
Further — the correspondence will
strengthen, reinforce, or develop the
“thought unit” of a poetical line
Do you remember the three primary
forms of parallelism from last week?

Quick Recap
Affirming Parallelism which …
Assembles related expressions to depict one
truth with growing detail and ‘color’
“AP” can be complete in its structure,
grammar and word parallels — or
incomplete

Quick Recap
Opposing Parallelism which …
Forms a contrast between the parts of a poetic
line
As with “AP,” “OP” can be complete or
incomplete, with …
The adversative “but” being “OP’s” primary
identifying clue

Quick Recap
Our final form is developing
parallelism which …
Extends the introductory thought of the 1st
part of a line to develop a fuller picture
Common keywords that identify “DP”
include — and, even, or also

Quick Recap
We closed last week by introducing
four secondary forms of parallelism …
Comparative ≈ism
Climactic ≈ism
Numerical ≈ism, and …
Chiastic ≈ism

Roadmap for This Week
This week we will finish up ≈ism, then …
Look at the final two features of Hebrew
poetry — Imagery & Conciseness, and …
Time permitting, I’ll start on “putting it
all together”

Secondary Forms
The four secondary forms often are
paired with a primary form as we saw
last week …
As such they are probably better
characterized as rhetorical devices that
complement the ‘3’ primary forms

Secondary Forms
Rhetorical devices make use of figures of
speech and compositional techniques …
Designed to capture and engage the
reader's (or audience’s if spoken)
attention

Secondary Forms
A common example is a rhetorical
question
We might say, or write, something
like this to make a point …
‘My goodness how can I be so dumb?’

Secondary Forms
Now — you don’t really expect an answer
to the question … though someone might
give you one!
But rather — You have used if for effect …
It is an arresting way to say that you never
should have missed something so obvious!

Secondary Forms
So rhetoric and rhetorical devices are used to
capture attention, persuade, or make a point in
a creative manner …
It is found in pithy, memorable phrases, or in a
compositional structure …
Deployed to enhance memory or grab attention

Secondary Forms
The ‘4’ secondary forms then are
rhetorical compositional devices that
complement the primary forms of ≈ism
Comparative parallelism …
Employs a simile generally introduced by like
or as

Secondary Forms
We looked at one example from Ps 1
last week — turn to Ps 1:3 …
Here we see a comparison in the opening part
of this ‘developing parallel’ line

Another example comes from a beloved
opening verse in Ps 42 — [turn]

Secondary Forms
As the deer pants for the water brooks,
so my soul pants for You, O God.

Sometimes the comparative marker is
absent — but the comparison is there
… turn to Prov 25:3; then vv. 11-13

Secondary Forms
Another type of comparative ≈ism
gives priority to one element — turn
to Prov 22:1
A good name is to be more desired than
great wealth,
Favor is better than silver and gold

Secondary Forms
Note that the comparison is used in an
affirming parallelistic line

Climactic or Staircase parallelism …
The 2nd part of a line builds on a segment of
the 1st part …
Then adds a conclusion to complete the sense

Secondary Forms
Turn to Ps 29 — Here it builds in vv. 1-2 …
1Ascribe

to the LORD, O Sons of the mighty,
Ascribe to the LORD, (O Sons of the mighty),
glory and strength;
2Ascribe to the LORD, (O Sons of the mighty), the
glory due to His name;
Worship the LORD in holy array.

Secondary Forms
Then in vv. 4-5 we see it more clearly …
4The

voice of the LORD is powerful
The voice of the LORD is majestic;
5The voice of the LORD breaks the cedars;
Yes, the LORD breaks in pieces the cedars
of Lebanon.

Secondary Forms
Numerical parallelism is most
prevalent in Proverbs
This rhetorical device uses one number in
the 1st part of a line, then the next higher
number in the 2nd part
Turn to Prov 6:16-19; 30:15

Secondary Forms
Chiastic parallelism is the final
secondary form
It can occur between the two parts of a single
line as we saw in Ps 51:2 last week
Wash me thoroughly(a) — from my iniquity(b)
and from my sin, (b’) — cleanse me (a’)

Secondary Forms
It can also occur in a much larger structural
section — Where the main point lies at the
center of the chiasm
For me these are the hardest to spot — and
often questionable, but graphically it would
look like this …

Secondary Forms
A [text]
B [text]
C [text]
D — The main point
C’ [text]
B’ [text]
A’ [text]

Secondary Forms
So this concludes our discussion of
parallelism, comprised of …
Three primary forms — Affirming,
Opposing, and Developing, with …
Four secondary rhetorical devices …

Secondary Forms
Comparison, Climactic, Numerical, and
Chiasm
In all of this we remember the essential
nature of parallelism simply to be the …
Correspondence of thought between the
parts of a poetical line …

Secondary Forms
Where the correspondence stresses a
‘seconding effect,’ stated by one
commentator as …
“A, and what’s more, B.” (James Kugel)
In this, the sum of the two parts is always
more than mere repetition!

Conciseness
I’ll cover conciseness next because …
It is concise😂
Simply stated, Hebrew poetry
“economizes” words
Hebrew poets were men of few words

Conciseness
Which means I will never be a good
poet!!!
The poets accomplish their goal with
several techniques — they …
Are fond of ellipsis — which is a fancy
word for …

Conciseness
Dropping words that they would
expect the reader to supply
We saw this in Ps 24:1 where the
author drops “is the LORD’s” in part 2
of the line

Conciseness
The earth is the LORD’s, and all it contains,
The world,
and those who
dwell in it

Our minds would naturally read this as …
The earth is the LORD’s, and all it contains
The world (is the LORD’s,) and those who
dwell in it

Conciseness
The result is ‘incomplete’ parallelism
due to ‘conciseness’
Other ways of being concise that we
see in the Psalms include …
Few temporal indicators (when, then, later,
afterwards)

Conciseness
Very few ‘waw consecutive’ forms — that is the
connective conjunction “and” joined to a verb
For example — The man ate, and then he drank, and
finally he slept in Hebrew poetry would be …
Man ate … drank … slept (no article, connectors,
temporal indicators, or pronoun)

Few explicit logical connectors (e.g. thus, therefor,
in order to, so that, because)

Conciseness
Rare presence of the direct object marker —
which is specifically included in prose
Rare presence of the relative pronoun (whom,
which, what), and …
Rare presence of the demonstrative pronoun
(this/these; that/those)
Frequent absence of the verb “to be”

Conciseness
Among other things, the purpose is
to cause the reader to slow down and
ponder the words in order to …
Determine the relationship between
the words

Conciseness
So lets take Ps 23:1 as an example
The Hebrew reads …
rs'x.a, aOl y[iro hw"hy>

Which our English versions translate
[The] LORD [is] my Shepherd,
I [shall] not want.

Conciseness
The article “the” — the verb “is” —
and the tense qualifier “shall” …
Are not present in the Hebrew text
Further, the reader is left to decide
the nature of the relationship …

Conciseness
… between the parts of the line
Ps 23:1 employs “DP” and establishes a
relationship between the parts of the line
Namely — between the twin facts of the
‘LORD as Shepherd’ and ‘the lack of want’

Conciseness
So — we as the reader are expected to
determine the relationship … Which is?
It could emphasize a causal relationship —
thus we would supply the word “because”
before “The LORD,” yielding …
Because the LORD is my Shepherd

Conciseness
Or — the relational emphasis could be an
‘inference,’ where part 2 is the logical
outcome of the LORD as shepherd
In this case we supply the word therefor to start
part 2 — Therefor I shall not want

Or — the relationship could be emphasizing
a result, in which case part 2 would read …

Conciseness
As a result I shall not want
OR — it could be some combination of a
cause with an attendant inference/result!!!

All of which is to say — you need to
stop and think … so read poetry
slowly and allow time for meditation

Conciseness
In case you are wondering — I lean towards
causal …
David’s primary emphasis is on the source of his
“blessings” — i.e. his Shepherd (the cause) …
What he will get (the inference or result), is of
secondary importance

Conciseness
In other words — “because” the LORD is who
He is, certain things happen!
But — I could be talked into a combination …
Either way — there is no indisputable right or
wrong that will disrupt the Psalm’s essential
meaning

Imagery
OK — On to imagery …
Which is also ‘1’ of the tools Hebrew
poets use to be concise
Imagery paints a picture — which is
… “worth a thousand words”

Imagery
The Hebrew poets are ‘artists’ who
paint pictures with words
Effective imagery must be concrete —
that is, based in reality and not abstract
Taking Ps 23:1 again as our example …

Imagery
The poet puts the general idea of the
LORD’s care for his people …
Into a concrete and succinct image
That of a shepherd tending his flock —
which evokes both a powerful emotion
and a reality

Imagery
Imagery uses figures of speech and
word plays …
The images represent a literal reality,
but the words themselves are …
Used figuratively

Imagery
Consider the following example — [read
from my notes]
Every sentence in that little diatribe has
figurative language
We don’t take all of the “figures” literally

Imagery
Yet they are easy to understand and we get
the literal reality behind the images without
thinking, namely …
I just took — and performed poorly on — a
really hard chemistry exam from a demanding
professor who I am upset with, and …

Imagery
My parents are going to be really mad!
In addition to the situational reality, we
also feel the students’s emotional distress
It is the same way with the imagery of
Hebrew poetry, but it is …

Imagery
Complicated by our lack of
familiarity with the figures of speech
the Hebrew poets use
The poets are conveying ‘literal truth’
expressed in ‘figurative language’

Imagery
Our job in interpretation is to grasp
the reality and emotion being
conveyed by the figurative language …
Allowing us to both experience and
understand the reality

Imagery
There are a bunch of figurative
devices that the poets use, which …
We will organize under four headings
Figures that use analogy (i.e. comparison)
Figures that use substitution

Imagery
Figures that use amplification
Figures that use omission

We will look at the various devices in
these categories next week, along with
Putting it all together using Ps 1

